
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It was not a cannon which had awakened him, but a mortar from the city,
where the flag ______________________.
1.

(dedicate)was being dedicated

It ___________________ very rapidly, but very skillfully, and the car was
empty save for the driver.
2.

(drive)
was being driven

The sky was growing gradually brighter as if numberless thin veils
__________________ asunder one by one from across the pathway of the
invisible sun.

3.

(tear)
were being torn

He had marked the effect of each point; the success or failure of every
blow, and he realized what a powerful web __________________ about the
man in whom he fully believed.

4.

(weave)
was being woven

It was a cool evening, the windows and doors were closed, and the
drawing-room was so brilliantly lighted that he suspected that a large
company ________________________ there.

5.

(entertain)was being entertained

Whither he __________________ or what was to be his fate Smith was not
aware.
6.

(take)
was being taken

Every regiment and gun ___________________ to the heights in front of
Washington, and all eyes were fixed on the line of the Potomac.
7.

(rush)
was being rushed

His distress ___________________ by the dreadful shrieks of his son, at
that moment on the scaffold, to which the old father was led in a few
moments.

8.

(cause)

was being caused

As the luggage ____________________ on, two American girls came to
ask us how we were going to get out of the country.
9.

(stack)
was being stacked

I saw that I ____________________ by Perry, who was in quiet
consultation with the officer of the deck.
10.

(watch)
was being watched

And I, blind fool, met them, and these eyes did not recognize her in the
darkness; this pitiable heart did not feel that, five steps off, she
__________________ away from me.

11.

(bear)was being borne
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She was fighting every inch of the way, but her struggles against four men
were useless, and slowly, yard by yard, she ____________________ away
from us.

12.

(drag)
was being dragged

The tie between them _____________________ by misery.13. (annul)was being annulled

Outside a horse ____________________ by a man, who took some pains
to describe his good points.
14.

(groom)
was being groomed

In a very few moments our position ____________________ by three
guns, but with the only result, as far as we were concerned, of having one
man wounded by shell-fire, though the firing went on slowly till dark.

15.

(shell)

was being shelled

It was somewhat trying to think that precious time
___________________, while the burghers were preparing a defensive
position.

16.

(waste)
was being wasted

A skiff ___________________ in, from a schooner anchored out a short
distance.
17.

(pull)
was being pulled

He called Eric to look at them, saying he guessed the chimneys
_____________________.
18.

(rebuild)were being rebuilt

Tom also warned me that I _____________________ in Philip Holt.19.
(deceive)

was being deceived

One of these boys has written the story as he remembers it in plain,
simple language; not a history, but simply an account of what he saw and did
while this eventful history _________________.

20.

(make)was being made
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